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Applying the concrete solution

Side under run protection c/w polished s/s airlines

42m3 aluminium cement tanker

For building materials expert Supermix Concrete & Quarries,
there’s only one word that best sums up what success in the
transport business is all about – payload. To get the most out
of every run, the company asked Tieman to create a dry bulk
tanker design that will cement Supermix’s position in the market
moving forward.
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From a geographical point of view, Wagga
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listened and began trading ideas with me as
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have certainly not disappointed in that
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along with a 12V EBS kit. Importantly,
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Supplying a wide range of concrete and
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under run protection to the dry bulk
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construction industry, Supermix is known
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the new dry bulk tanker, Supermix’s fleet

for having the most advanced equipment at

drivers and deliver the load to Melbourne.

integrity.

collision protection. Also polished

currently consists of rigid and dog trailer

its disposal – which is exactly where Tieman

“Once that’s done, we’ll reload the tanker

To ensure optimum safety, the tanker
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and bring it back up here where the process

has a top non-slip walkway section, and

and appearance,” Vince adds.

agitators.

Even though it was Supermix’s first time

starts all over again.”

the ‘Pivotal Edge’ auto hatch installed at

Phil continues, “Tieman’s hands-on

doing business with the renowned tanker

Building upon Phil’s requests, Tieman had

the centre top manway. The addition of

approach right through the reviewing

specialist, Managing Director Phil Collins

the 42 cubic metre, tri-axle aluminium

the auto hatch means we don’t need the

stage to the design is first class. As far as

says investing with the company was a wise

tanker ready by May, exhibiting the tanker

operator to climb up to man the hatch for

performance goes the extra 1.5 tonne

decision based on Tieman’s reputation for

at the recent 2013 Brisbane Truck Show.

loading, it can be simply opened at the

delivering a solid product.

Built by Italian aluminium dry bulk tanker

flick of the switch at ground level,” Phil
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Air-operated top hatch

payload every trip we now achieve with our
aluminium dry bulk tanker will always top
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